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Chapter 1251 

His tone was calm, but it contained a sternness that scared people from defying him. 

The middle–aged man’s face darkened suddenly as his heart flared with anger. 

However, Sean did not want to talk to him. 

“Do you think I wouldn’t touch you?” 

Sean asked slowly, his tone getting colder. 

The middle–

aged man stared at Sean for several seconds and gritted his teeth in silence for a long time before finally

 giving in to Sean’s gaze. 

“I’ll kneel.” 

The middle–aged man hurriedly knelt behind the crowd as he could not stand the pressure. 

Then Sean slowly turned to look at the employees. 

Walking forward slowly, he closed his distance from the crowd. 

Hsss 

A dozen of them slowly took two steps back. 

These guys were corporate employees and not gangsters like Teddy. 

They were so frightened that they clenched their teeth. 

“Sorry to have startled everyone. 

Everyone was stunned when Sean said this. 

Sean had apologized to them when he had behaved so ruthlessly earlier. 

It seemed Sean was not that tough either. He only dared to go after Teddy and the rest. 

However, Sean would not hurt office workers like them, would he? 

“Haha, it’s okay. 

 scared. You’re 

 dozen of them looked smug as if they thought they were 

 great that 

“So…” 

 nodded gently and 



“So what?” 

The crowd paused. 

 where do you think you 

 crowd widened their eyes instantly 

 was afraid to lay a 

 was Sean making them 

 do you 

The crowd’s expression changed. 

 present today is 

 kneel or 

 spoke with an icy 

 women opened their mouths wide, shock 

 the middle–income group and looked down on rural laborers, cleaners, and anyone below 

 thought they were superior 

 apologize today, and that was worse than killing 

 dared not act smugly in front of Sean even if they wanted 

 live to fight another 

 teeth and knelt behind the 

 people, including Teddy, were on their 

 even more spectacular sight than when Sean first got 

 did it on 

 up the first 

 he would settle 

“Apologize!” 

 forward and yelled 

 choice, they could only 

 was filled with emotion to see 

 were not so many people here at 

 tell them to 



 quietly as he walked 

“Let’s wait longer. 

 else should be 

slightly and 

Chapter 1252 

Weston was relatively familiar with Ray’s character–he had always been serious. 

Therefore, Ray must not be joking. 

How scary was Sean’s identity then? 

Weston’s mouth moved at the thought, but he dared not say more. 

Having expanded the company to this size, he was smarter than Teddy and the others. 

He knew that some people should never be messed with. 

“Mr. Lennon…” 

Ray stepped forward and greeted Sean. 

Weston tried to talk but did not have a chance. 

Sean raised his hand and handed the Guardian Sword to Zander. 

Zander took it with both hands before carefully wiping the blood off it and carefully putting it away. 

Since Ray was here, Sean did not have to do the fighting and killing himself. 

Is this your reply?” 

Sean slowly pointed to the spot where Patrick’s grave used to be. 

It was now flat, and the new soil was exposed to the air. 

“Hsss!” 

 Ray realized why 

 about it and had not expected 

“Give me an explanation.” 

 at Ray and said 

 left this matter 

 promised to make 

 Patrick’s grave to the public cemetery at the developer’s 

 barely moved, and his 



 could Sean not be 

 seething with anger, 

“Mr. Lennon, …” 

 teeth but could not find the 

 always been 

 not explain all the more when you asked 

 he only 

 cover Sean’s tracks and to keep 

 rest with no idea what 

 they dared to go even further and send someone over to bulldoze 

Ray was aggrieved. 

could say his good intentions 

 better that Sean 

 had mishandled the 

“Mr. Lennon, I’m sorry. 

“Punish me.” 

 silent for a moment, lowered 

 don’t have to 

Chapter 1253 

However, instead of doing so, Weston forcefully bulldozed it. 

Sean gave them a chance, but they did not take it. 

In that case, why should Sean give them any face? 

“Instead of appreciating the chance I gave you, you got worse. In that case… 

“I’m only going to say it once. Listen carefully. 

“No one can touch my comrade’s grave. 

“I don’t care who bought this place or whatever you’re building here. 

“From this day onward, I will kill anyone who touches it.” 

Sean pointed to Patrick’s grave and his voice was as cold as could be. 

“Hsss!” 



Weston and the rest turned ghastly pale when Sean said this. 

Even Ray could not help but frown and look up at Sean. 

It was as if there was something he wanted to say to Sean. 

However, his lips only moved and said nothing as if something held him back. 

 for you at 

 Ray and 

“Yes!” 

Ray nodded immediately. 

 Sean before getting in the car and 

 the rest watched Sean 

 have never been so 

 dare he make Brother Teddy kneel. He’s 

 teeth. You could imagine how 

 the excavator 

 dared 

 ruthlessness today was 

 lucky you got the chance 

 when he 

 a little upset when 

 defend him because he knows 

 idea 

 how they had no idea who they had 

A nine–star commander! 

 for eight years if you disregard the 

 service, countless battles, and the beheading of 

 life was 

 lucky that Sean did not kill them 

 that this peaceful society 

 say 



 the crowd and turned 

Chapter 1254 

‘Commander.” 

With no one around, Ray finally called out the appellation. 

“You don’t have to call me that. Have a seat.” 

Sean waved his hand slightly and said to Ray. 

“Yes!” 

Ray answered and sat down. 

It had been two years since they had last met. They never talked because they were both busy. 

It was their first face–to–face conversation in more than two years. 

Ray could never have imagined such a thing when he was in the army. 

Sean had over a million soldiers. If every single one of them talked to Sean face–to–

face, it would take them two years of service for a one–minute audience each. 

“You’ve done well since you were discharged.” 

Sean picked up the coffee and took a sip. 

Ray sat up even straighter, not daring to breathe loudly. 

 that 

 the right words to 

 wanted results whether Ray had a 

“Calm down. 

 all of you can be discharged peacefully from the army, return home, get a job, and spend time 

 down his coffee cup and spoke 

 sore when he heard Sean’s 

 what 

 would not 

 would be casualties when there 

 have you 

 looked at Sean, and 

 bad, it’s 



 to have something to say to 

 waved his hand slightly, not in the mood to catch up. 

 is a development 

 if you want 

 gently and said what he had not said 

 was one of the most backward and poorest in Joules 

a disgrace for the government officials who wanted to hit their 

 were going to develop and rebuild it 

 grave was there, Sean did not want anyone to touch it, which was no different 

 and Sean was no longer 

 that, Sean could not 

Chapter 1255 

Was Sean preparing to buy this land? 

“It’s not confirmed yet.” 

Sean was confused after Ray answered. 

Weston and his men were already here before it was confirmed. What was going on? 

“Golden Source Real Estate had a big developer behind it. They’re well known in Joules Town’s real estat

e industry. 

“Besides that, the site isn’t in a good location. There aren’t many other developers willing to take it. 

“So, the land matter is pretty much settled. The rest is just formalities. 

“Golden Source Real Estate is getting involved deeply to clear some of the obstacles.” 

After listening to Ray’s explanation, Sean finally understood. 

“I’ll take the land.” 

Sean picked up the coffee, his tone firm. 

“Huh?” 

Ray looked at Sean in surprise. 

 thought Sean had no need 

 fortune to buy a big chunk of land 

 no doubts about Sean’s financial ability, but 



 need a piece of 

 glanced at Ray 

 What… What do you want 

 more confused. Did Sean want to 

 have my 

 indifferently without 

May’s orphanage faced was the 

 varied, and every child was handicapped in 

 pretty much impossible for them to go to school like 

 of building a school for the 

 was in a nice 

 was perfect for building a 

 Sean would be able to keep Patrick’s 

 of it was large enough to build a fully equipped 

 move the orphanage to that area 

 could have their home and school in 

 was going to 

 was just what he 

 kill two birds 

 made up his mind 

 the land bidding 

Chapter 1256 

Sean finished his coffee and sat in the cafe for a while. 

After Zander sent him the hospital address, he planned to visit Jeffrey there. 

Zander said Jeffrey’s injuries were not serious. 

Therefore, Sean was in no hurry. 

Sean shook his head slightly while he hailed a taxi at the roadside. 

It seemed that having only one car in Joules Town was troublesome. 

Once Zander drove it away, Sean had no means to get around. 



“Where are you going, bro?” 

A young taxi driver asked Sean immediately. 

Sean was about to give him the address when his phone rang. 

When he picked it up, it was a call from Caitlyn. 

“Just a minute.” 

Sean waved to the driver and answered the phone. 

“Brother Sean, where are you? Do you have any money now?” 

On the phone, Caitlyn’s voice was anxious and ashamed. 

 much do 

 asked without 

 cost two hundred thousand dollars. Aunt May and I can’t come up 

 lip. Embarrassed as she was, she 

 there were many rich people, but 

 Caitlyn could think of was 

“Who’s sick?” 

 tensed when he heard 

“It’s Lydia…” 

Caitlyn answered anxiously 

 nodded gently. He remembered the 

 me the bank account 

 money first. Send me 

 nodded and replied in acknowledgment after 

 to the hospital after the address was 

At this time. 

Queen Children’s Hospital. 

 others were waiting anxiously outside the hospital 

 in the orphanage, and any 

were used to trips to 

different this time. The little girl called Lydia 



 to give her surgery 

 the orphanage had 

 odd jobs to make money 

costing two hundred thousand dollars was a lot for 

 to do the surgery if they did 

 called Sean for 

 

Chapter 1257 

‘Did Sean really give them the money? 

‘Besides that, he gave an extra one hundred thousand dollars.” 

“Gosh. Three hundred thousand dollars. How did Sean get so rich? 

“Are soldiers so well–paid nowadays?” 

Several people nearby looked surprised. 

Caitlyn was even more excited. Then she went with May to the payment counter to pay the fee. 

The hospital immediately scheduled the surgery once they made the payment. 

Soon little Lydia, who was five or six, was wheeled out of the ward. 

Her face was pale and her lips were purple. She looked haggard. 

However, even though she was haggard, it could not hide her cuteness and beauty. 

“Grandma, Catie…” 

Lydia looked at May and Caitlyn and cried weakly. 

“Lydia, be good. Don’t be scared! 

“The surgery will be over very soon. You’ll be fine.” 

Caitlyn took Lydia’s tiny hands and forced a smile to console her. 

“Wait outside.” 

 doctor wearing glasses urged and 

the stretcher toward 

“Wait!” 

 appeared in 

“Brother Sean.” 



 immediately shouted when she saw 

 the stretcher. He grabbed Lydia’s little hand and 

 on Lydia’s behavior, Sean could tell at a glance that 

 pulse, Sean confirmed his 

“What are you doing? 

“Stop wasting time.” 

 nurse 

 not fit for surgery right 

 and 

 you 

 be in real danger if we don’t 

 nurse froze slightly before 

 rest nearby 

 never knew Sean 

 can’t operate on 

tone was unusually 

 nurse was right. Lydia’s life would be in danger without an 

 her life, but it could cause 

 more surgeries to survive after 

 the risk of death increased with 

 why 

Chapter 1258 

His name was Joseph Schwimmer, and he was a specialist at the children’s hospital. 

He specialized in cardiology. 

Although he was only in his 40s, he had practiced cardiology for more than 10 years. 

He had a lot of clinical experience. 

He had never been wrong about his diagnosis and was confident in his skill. 

He was slightly upset that a young man showed up and commented on his diagnosis. 

“Then what should we do about the congenital heart disease if we don’t operate on her?” 



Joseph looked at Sean and asked with a frown. 

“You can operate on her, but not now.” 

Sean shook his head and took out the silver needles he brought everywhere. 

“What a joke! 

“We should operate on her immediately. If not now, when? 

“Do you want to do the surgery or not? 

“If you don’t do it and something happens, don’t blame me for not warning you.” 

Joseph looked at Sean with a frown, his tone slightly impatient. 

Sean glanced at Joseph and only shook his head without replying. 

“Ha, huff, huff!” 

Suddenly, little Lydia on the stretcher turned pale instantly while she breathed faster. 

She even showed an expression full of pain. 

“Quick! Push her in quickly!” 

Joseph’s eyes widened instantly when he saw this. 

However, several nurses could not push the stretcher with Sean’s hand on it. 

“Are you trying to kill her? 

 way if 

 hospital will pay 

 widened his eyes, reached toward Sean, and pushed 

 was a kind 

 he 

 no time 

 flick of his wrist, several silver needles of different 

looked around, reached over to take a bottle of rubbing alcohol and 

cotton balls from Joseph, and disinfected 

 are 

 quiet at the sight of 

 realized Sean was 

 clothes. The silver 



“Gosh!” 

 could 

 no idea what Sean was doing right 

 he not afraid of delaying the patient’s illness and 

 Sean inserted the remaining silver 

“Special needle treatment?” 

 let go and grabbed Sean’s hand. His 

 modern medicine. They also used 

 and his crew were from Dragon Kingdom 

 was no way that they did 

 needle to perform acupuncture and massaging little Lydia, he 

 was experienced and confident, 

 say no more as one silver 

 needle treatment technique 

 this far if he had 

 went on 

 surrounding wards heard the noise and gathered 

 corridor was soon crowded with 

 eyes were on 

 is he giving treatment 

 young man? He’s not wearing 

 about him stopping the doctor’s operation 

 If special needle treatment works, why bother with 

 people around them watched and 

 doctor there, Joseph looked surprised and muttered to 

 wrist, middle of the palm, center of the chest, middle of the back, middle of the 

 doctor heard Joseph mention the acupoints on 

 needle that Sean inserted, 

 how transfixed 



 accurately and skillfully, which was not what a young 

 worked 

Chapter 1259 

Looking at the numbers on the monitor, several people were stupefied. 

As hospital nurses, they had seen numerous amazing surgeons. 

However, they had never seen anyone like Sean heal a medical condition with just a few silver needles 

“Hisss! Is he that good? 

“I’m impressed. Who is he? 

“Gosh. How eye–opening. It’s better than surgery.” 

Can I ask him to put a needle in my father?” 

Dozens of people around were also shocked. 

The people who scolded Sean before were red in the face. 

Caitlyn looked at Sean with admiration. 

It was just like how Caitlyn would worship Sean from the bottom of her heart whenever he did somethin

g during their childhood. 

“Let me see.” 

Joseph stepped forward and grabbed Lydia’s wrist for a moment. 

Then he took out his stethoscope, placed it on Lydia’s heart, and listened silently. 

Everyone else lowered their voices and waited for Joseph’s result. 

After half a minute, Joseph slowly put away his stethoscope. 

However, the crowd noticed Joseph was frowning deeply. 

Was Lydia not getting better? 

The crowd was a little anxious to know Joseph’s judgment. 

“Amazing! 

“How amazing! 

 are a miracle 

 jerked his head around and widened his eyes as he 

“A miracle doctor! 

“He’s good!” 



 Joseph’s remark, the onlooking 

 no other term than ‘miracle doctor‘ 

 medical practice, I have never seen anyone 

“What’s your name, Sir?” 

 toward Sean, despite the presence of 

 thought Sean was only a kid putting on 

1/3 

 Sean was now a 

 older than Sean’s 

 any industry, anyone with better achievements was 

 skills, it would be an honor for Joseph to call Sean 

 name 

 replied as he removed the silver 

 disinfected them again, he kept 

 like to 

 a word until 

matters 

ww 

 Sean turned down Joseph’s request 

 not save Lydia’s life to impress Joseph 

 to rely on his medical skills to make 

 he would not have bothered with the army in 

 make a good living 

 no one could guarantee that they would 

 by the roadside 

 any omnivorous 

 medical skills could even save a 

 would treat Sean respectfully if they 

Chapter 1260 



Sean nodded gently as he and Caitlyn pushed Lydia back into the ward. 

With Lydia’s condition, it was best to keep her in the hospital for observation. 

After all, this was a hospital with advanced medical equipment. 

They also had many ways to deal with emergencies. 

Sean’s medical skills were from Dragon Kingdom, many of which rely on the patient’s physiology. 

Sean could handle some conditions better than a medical instrument. 

However, medical equipment was more accurate than Sean sometimes. 

Besides that, even with Sean’s help, advanced medical equipment could be useful. 

Without assistance, the chance of recovery would be greatly reduced. 

Therefore, Sean decided to keep Lydia in the hospital. 

Not daring to disturb them, Joseph and the rest left the corridor with the onlooking crowd. 

Hospital ward. 

Sean checked Lydia’s pulse again. 

After making sure her condition was stable, he was finally relieved. 

Children were unlike adults. They had difficulty expressing what was wrong with their body. 

Therefore, Sean dared not take this case lightly. 

May, Caitlyn, and the girls who came with them stared intently at Sean. 

There was surprise, emotion, and some embarrassment. 

After all, those girls just called Sean out. 

“Brother Sean…” 

“Sean…” 

 suddenly shouted at the 

 that Caitlyn was on good terms with Sean, 

 how… how 

“That’s impressive.” 

 unable to contain 

 when did 

May was also puzzled. 

 and shook 



 had learned special needle treatment before he left the 

 if these things had been in his head for as 

 by chance when he trained in 

 combined, Sean’s medical skills were 

 say more, so 

 to get to the bottom of 

 by 

“Sean, sorry about earlier…” 

 girls also began to apologize to 

“It’s alright.” 

 his hand 

 was just that he 

Knock knock! 

then, someone knocked on the ward door 

“Come in, please.” 

 got up 

Thud! 

 and a middle–aged man in a 

 glance that it was 

 on his wrist was worth at 

 looked like 

opening the door, a 

 bodyguards behind him 

 Sean and his family by doing 

 


